Shame has been heavily relied on as a political tool in the modern world and yet it is still a much underhistoricised emotion. Using the examples of early twentieth-century Britain and Ireland, I examine how women opposed to the campaign for female suffrage used shame instrumentally in their writing. Exploring the versatility of this political device, I find that shame was used with the oppositional intentions of binding and excluding. Whereas British conservatives used it to protect an already well-established imagined community of good imperial women, Irish radicals drew on it to invite women to take part in the construction of a new nationalist sisterhood. This paper further problematizes claims that as an emotion that plays on a sense of the communal, shame has had no place in a highly individualistic modern world. 
2 Nationalist, imperialist and gendered anxieties were mobilised by anti-suffragists who believed that the only appropriate emotion for women who dared to campaign for the vote was shame. Models of "good" national womanhood were invoked and attempts were made to impose shame upon those women who transgressed these models by campaigning for the franchise. In this article, I explore these attempts at shaming by drawing on two women's periodicals: one a conservative voice for the formal anti-suffrage movement in the British metropole; and, the other a radical nationalist women's paper in anti-colonial Ireland.
The political aspirations of these two groups of women writers and activists were radically diverse, but they were connected by virtue of their opposition to allowing women to vote in an imperial parliament. They were also connected by their use of shame to construct or defend "good" communities of womanhood in line with their respective national narratives. 
Emotions, Shame and Politics
History is undergoing an "emotional turn," if the recent proliferation of research centres and outpouring of academic publications is anything to go by. 3 Whether beginning with Lucien
Febvre's 1940s call for an investigation of the emotions in their historical context or with those of later twentieth-century scholars like Bernard Bailyn, Theodore Zeldin and Carol and Peter Stearns, this expanding field of research has embraced a diverse range of histories, from the historiographical to the examination of discrete emotions such as fear and love. 4 Shame has also been investigated. Recent research in past accounts of shame has produced a growing body of work that has served to historicise the emotion: from explorations of its mobilisation with respect to questions of crime and morality, to studies of family relations, intellectual disabilities, eugenics and changing emotional standards, to gender and the body in political protest, to national consciousness and the 'stains' of the past, including indigenous dispossession in New Zealand and the Great Famine in Ireland. 5 Still, this sweeping range of usage means that there is much room for further historicisation of this emotion. Reasons for feeling shame change over time but the basis of this emotion remains constant.
Shame is and was about belonging and identity. It was used as a political tool because it played on fears about social exclusion. As scholars from Norbert Elias in the mid-twentieth century to Thomas Scheff, John Holland and Richard Shweder in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries have argued, this emotion is about a fear of being judged defective; a "fear of social degradation". 6 As such, it has been considered the "social emotion" and the "master emotion" for, as Scheff argues, shame is always present because that fear of being judged, found defective and subsequent conferral of loss of status is always anticipated. 7 It has been used to confirm what it means to be a "good" member of a group but understandings of "good" are socially, politically, culturally and historically specific. As an emotion that links internal anxieties and values to external influences and standards, then, shame is historically contingent. The external anxieties and values it feeds on change across time and so shame offers historians a pathway into the social and political preoccupations of past societies.
Whatever the concerns of some at the time or historians since, emotions like shame did play a pivotal role in political affairs. 8 In many instances, shame has been a versatile component of the "moral, cognitive, and emotional package of attitudes" that forms the successful political activist's toolkit. 9 Activists have used shame to variously bind members of a particular group closer together, to confirm the exclusion of outsiders, or to draw those outsiders into the fold. Some today continue to believe that a healthy dose of shame has the power to inspire political action for the good of the community (in the case of philosopher Michael L.
Morgan's work, to motivate people to work towards eliminating genocide from the modern world)
. 10 Yet, relying on shame to achieve political ends has its limitations. For, as feminist theorist Jill Locke has pointed out, shaming only works as a political tool if the target has the "ability to engage in shameful self-assessment". 11 Early twentieth-century "shaming" of unwomanly radical feminists or disloyal female nationalists, for example, was only successful if those unwomanly or disloyal women valued the connections they had with the community of "good" national womanhood to which they were supposed to belong. Early twentieth-century British and Irish female activists of politically diverse backgrounds, united by a common desire to prevent women obtaining the vote in British parliament, used shame, but whether to draw into the fold or to confirm exclusion is a matter for further exploration. The pages of the Review were frequently home to long passages that, ostensibly, attempted to invoke a feeling of shame among active and militant women in the imperial metropole.
However, the problem with this approach is that apart from a few letters in the correspondence pages from members of the opposing movement, it is highly likely that the intended audience of this publication were like-minded anti-suffragists, all drawn from the community of good, white, national and imperial women. Moreover, the paper's use of shame was much more vitriolic and exclusionary than it was encouraging or embracing and so there is little evidence that the League thought that the women they were targeting would honour a social bond with British conservative women to the point that they would engage in the act of shameful self-assessment. And yet, this shaming of transgressive women was rife over the lifetime of the journal. So why was shame there if it was not to shame transgressive women into adjusting their behaviour, thereby drawing them back into the fold of "true"
womanhood? I suggest the answer is that shame in these texts served to tell a story. It served to show where shame was not present in British womanhood and to point out where it should have been present. It confirmed that there were those "good" and "true" women who did understand the appropriateness of a womanly sense of shame. It is much more likely, then, that the Review used shame to confirm the existence of a faultline that divided the community of "true" English womanhood from that of its transgressive other.
From its inception, the Review declared that it was opposed to women gaining the right to vote because voting "involves a kind of activity and responsibility for woman which is not compatible with her nature, and with her proper tasks in the world". Woman was not built for "the rough and ready machinery of party politics". Besides, women did not need to prove themselves men's equal in citizenry; they already were equal. They were citizens no less than men but in "a more ideal and spiritual sense" than those men who built up the State and who must now protect it with their physical strength. Women had made enough advancement over the past fifty years without the vote. 24 They did not need to move anymore. To force them to be something they were not -to force them to act contrary to their natures by compelling them to ape man's behaviours and duties -was shameful.
That those who had been campaigning for the female franchise throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth century were ignoring the true nature of the nation's women was irresponsible. But, there was perhaps the chance that these people, deluded as they were about the make-up of English femininity, could be re-educated and reformed. However, by 1908, campaigning feminists went too far, thereby drawing a line between themselves and the community of respectable women. By this time, the image of the militant suffragist was a familiar one. Conservative women were no longer simply facing suffragists; their new opponent was the Suffragette. The National League for Opposing Woman Suffrage, the Review explained, was driven to establish itself as an organised body because of the "shock of repulsion" and "wave of angry laughter" rocking England due to the recent, much publicised actions of militant suffragists there. 25 "Have not the spectacles of the last few weeks", the paper asked, "shown conclusively that women are not fit for the ordinary struggle of politics, and are degraded by it?" All militant feminists had done was to render "the calm and practicable discussion of great questions impossible; a feeling and antagonism disastrous to women, disastrous to England".
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The Suffragette had attacked the very essence of English womanhood. But, Suffragettes had proved themselves even more dangerous in that they also attacked England's reputation and its place at the centre of the civilised world. Militant feminists had joined England's enemies -the Boers, Sudanese, Irish, and Afghanis -in attacking the very fabric of the Empire. If these transgressive women were to prove successful -if they were to gain the right to vote because of their unwomanly acts of violence -then England would be weakened "in the eyes of the civilised world". Such an outcome would, the Review declared, "fatally diminish those stories of English sanity, of English political wisdom, based on political experience, which have gone -through all vicissitude, failure, and error -to the making of England, and the building up of the Empire". 27 Britain's enemies were not only without, they were also within the nation's borders. Worse still, they were the very beings who were supposed to protect the nation's sacredness, who were supposed to be its feminine guardians.
In this context, then, shame was used passionately and consistently by the community of Féin, whose aspirations for complete autonomy were clearly present in its title, translated from the Gaelic as "We, Ourselves". that was whether to prioritise or conversely to ignore or even deny "part of one's identityone's nationality or one's gender". 37 Nationalist feminists' use of shame as a tool for political reform, then, was intimately tied to this concept of identity; it was used to target contested notions of identity.
More than simply offering historians an insight into how these women attempted to navigate these contested and competing loyalties, an examination of the uses of shame in Irish women's political journals also allows us to view how these feminist nationalists (or nationalist feminists) tried to construct a new group identity that incorporated all loyalties and that was in line with a newly emerging Irish national narrative. In that way, and as Louise
Ryan has repeatedly suggested, suffrage debates in early twentieth-century Ireland probably have more in common with countries that were similarly engaged in anti-imperialist struggles -places like India and the Philippines -where feminists also had to deal with questions posed by nationalism, than with those in other European countries. Moloney later in the journal's life, the Bean took upon itself the label of "the first and only Nationalist Woman's paper". 40 It promoted itself as a paper advocating separatism, feminism
and "the interest of Irishwomen generally" and, as Karen Steele explains, it "quickly developed into an important platform for advanced nationalist women seeking a voice in the growing liberation movements of nationalism, feminism and socialism". 41 Written mostly by women assuming strong Celtic personae, the paper also found room for commentary by male nationalists including Arthur Griffith, James Stephens and Bulmer Hobson. 42 The Bean employed shame consistently but to varying ends. On the one hand, it used this emotional device to encourage Irishwomen into the fold of good nationalist women; and on the other, it found itself shaming those Irish women for needing any encouragement in the first place. Importantly -and of value for the purposes of this article -even as a selfproclaimed feminist paper, the Bean declared itself opposed to Irish women campaigning for the vote.
The differing motivations of women opposed to the female franchise in Britain and those opposed to it in Ireland were tied to the differing natures of the ideal community of womanhood in each state. In Britain, shame was used frequently by women who wanted above all else to protect what they considered to be a stable community with a stable identity:
that of good, white, national and imperial women. In Ireland, nationalist women were actively trying to construct a new community of "good" Irish women. There was no stable identity to be protected for Ireland was in the midst of an intensifying campaign for national liberation, a nationalist process that involved the construction of a new imagined community.
Shame was used to draw a protective line around an existing community of womanhood in Britain. In Ireland it was used to inspire women to join in the construction of a new community; one that was not only politically active for all the right reasons (nationalist and feminist) but that was also proud of both its ancient lineage and its avant garde perspective.
In the first place, in an article entitled "To Our Sisters", and in a tone that was initially less shaming than it was inviting and encouraging, Irishwomen were called on to abandon their present collective state of apathy:
We Irishwomen must learn to throw off our present diffidence, and assume our natural position in Irish life, and men will soon have to frankly admit that it is only by working hand in hand that we can hope to make Ireland free. nourished by a glorious past of national autonomy -this time a female past -but that simultaneously offered a vision for the future. England was to gain from that awakening? How could an Irish sisterhood be constructed when women within that group were guilty of consorting with the enemy, thereby selling out their fellow countrymen? As with Britain, it seemed that not only were the nation's most dangerous enemies housed within, but these enemies were the worst for the fact that they were supposed to be the nation's moral keepers. There was more at stake here than the individual woman's reputation: that of Irish womanhood was in jeopardy; the nation itself was at risk.
This reference to unfree nationalist men fighting for Ireland's liberty did not mean that 
Some Final Thoughts
The multifarious debates over female suffrage taking place in early twentieth-century Britain and Ireland casts light on just how accepted shame and shaming were as political devices in a modern world that was experiencing substantial political upheaval. Whether used to protect an existing group identity or to construct a new one, shame showed that the notion of the communal was still extremely important in a modern society that many asserted was fast becoming individualistic. Shame's connections to the social -the fact that it played on fears about group belonging and identity -meant that it was considered to be not only a particularly apt tool for positive reform but also for protection and exclusion. Reliance on shame as a political technique by female members of the British National League for Opposing Woman Suffrage, for example, exposed a belief in shame's ability to confirm group boundaries and exclude undesirable elements. But, its simultaneous use by female members of the radical Irish nationalist community also reveals that a healthy dose of shame was also considered to be capable of ushering in positive reform.
